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• Enredos: Eva Fàbregas is the first chapter of Centro Botín’s new exhibition programme Enredos, 

which supports and collaborates closely with artists who have been awarded the Fundación Botín 

Art Grant in the past. 

• The exhibition will explore issues of intimacy, desire, love, and accessibility and is curated by Eva 

Fàbregas, who was awarded the art grant in 2010, in collaboration with Bárbara Rodríguez Muñoz, 

Director of Exhibitions and The Collection at Centro Botín. 

• A publication co-published with Mousse Publishing accompanies the exhibition, featuring an essay 

by curator Chus Martínez, a piece by writer Daisy Lafarge, and an interview with Eva Fàbregas by 

Bárbara Rodríguez Muñoz. 

• The exhibition proposes a sensory, intuitive and aesthetic relationship between Fàbregas’ 

sculptures and drawings, and a selection of works from Fundación Botín's art collection. 

 

Exhibition Dates: 20 May – 15 October 2023 
Press Preview:  
Download images: link 
 

Running from 20 May to 15 October 2023, Centro Botín (Santander, Spain) presents Enredos: Eva 

Fàbregas, marking the first edition of Centro Botín’s new exhibition programme Enredos. The 

https://egnyte.suttoncomms.com/fl/SZOci3leW8
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programme's focus is on artists who have received the Fundación Botín Art Grant, offering them the 

opportunity to reconnect with Centro Botín's collection, spaces, teams, and audiences. The exhibition 

proposes a sensory, intuitive and aesthetic relationship between Fàbregas' sculptures and drawings, 

and a selection of works from the Fundación Botín’s art collection, extending it to the architecture of 

the exhibition hall and visitors. Beyond the theme of what can be described with verbal language, 

these affective bonds speak of love, desire, intimacy and making art accessible to different bodies, 

ages and capacities. 

In Fàbregas’ sculptures, air becomes a tangible material that creates volumes and forms capable of 

changing the perception of ourselves and of space. Biomorphic volumes in a soft pastel palette are in 

symbiosis, entangled with one another, alluding to biological processes and rhythms linked to 

digestion, incubation and metamorphosis. They create a duplicity of emotions: menacing or nurturing, 

innocent or perverse. In essence, they invite us to relate somatically to art – how their texture, their 

temperature and their rhythm feel – to use our imagination in order to normalise their presence. 

As stated by Bárbara Rodríguez Muñoz, Director of Exhibitions and The Collection at Centro Botín “It 

has been a pleasure to work alongside Fàbregas in the process of shaping this material fantasy and to 

envision with her the vitality and immensity of her sculptures and their relationship to the gallery 

space. In this exhibition at Centro Botín, we can gently lie down on the sculptures, embrace them, 

synchronise our breathing with their own, their skin as an extension of our own, in an act of 

communion as beautiful as it is strange.” 

The exhibition will be accompanied by a catalogue, co-edited with Mousse, which will also be the first 

publication dedicated to the artist. It will include texts by curator Chus Martínez and writer Daisy 

Lafarge, as well as an interview between Eva Fàbregas and Bárbara Rodríguez Muñoz. Chus Martínez 

elaborates on Fàbregas’ sculptures: "large intestine-like organisms [that] contain all the negative 

energies, and [whose] colourful and friendly exteriors represent the triumph of that digestion 

process." Daisy Lafarge has written “six airs for Eva”, in which she speaks of airs that flow from pink 

dawns and in-utero breathing to the analogous relationship between breathing and desire as 

“something we can never satisfy completely or which we can never do without but must spend our 

lives in its elusive pursuit.” 

Upon entering the exhibition, we are presented with a series of drawings by Fàbregas in acrylic that 

focus and frame specific parts of her sculptural installations, facilitating a play on scales and colours 

impossible to achieve in the physical space governed by the laws of gravity, the limitations of one’s 

body, and the materials’ intrinsic properties. As we move into the next space, a sculpture twists and 

turns, cutting through the exhibition spaces, breaking through the walls of the room. Following the 

sculpture, we come upon a selection of works by artists represented in the Fundación’s collection 

who, like Fàbregas, are recipients of the Fundación Botín Art Grant. These include Leonor Antunes, 

Nora Aurrekoetxea, David Bestué, Cabello/Carceller, Asier Mendizabal and Sara Ramo. 

 

“I wanted to bring together a series of artworks that have a difficult, often unexpected, dialogue with 

each other that is not related to questions of influence, generation or canon. And this is how I began 
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to envision the exhibition as a large-scale living organism that would follow its own libidinous logic, a 

desiring machine.” says Fábregas. The collection´s display continues with a series of photographs by 

Gabriel Orozco, which invites visitors to consider possible perspectives and time scales beyond the 

human experience, visualizing the supernatural dimension of our daily experience in the world around 

us. 

The last and main installation in the exhibition is a co-production of Centro Botín and MACBA Museu 

d’Art Contemporani of Barcelona. Made up of an accumulation of inflatable sculptures on a 

monumental scale, the sculpture seems to represent an uncontrollable organic growth. It is a 

symbiotic entanglement between works and bodies, shapes, materials, and colours that come from 

the fantasy worlds of children's stories and science fiction. It evokes the organs that animate the 

interior of our bodies if humans were able to shrink themselves and enter them. Fábregas encourages 

visitors to question themselves on the meaning of breathing, how these beings breathe, what pulse 

they have, and in what temporality they live. Through the language of breathing, vibration, and touch, 

visitors can relate and communicate with these beings and transform themselves mutually.  

 
 
 

ENDS 
 
For all press enquires please contact Sutton:  
Ginevra Berghinz, ginevra@suttoncomms.com, +44 (0)7452 787176 
 
NOTES TO EDITOR 
 
Centro Botín, Muelle de Albareda s/n, Jardines de Pereda, 39004 Santander, Spain 
Opening Times: Tuesday to Friday, 10am to 2pm and 4pm to 8pm. Weekends and holidays, 10am to 
8pm. 
General admission: €8 (€9 box office). Concession €4(€4,5 box office) 
Free Entrance: 18 May (Museum Day) & 12 October (Hispanic Day) 
www.centrobotin.org/en/  
 
About Eva Fàbregas 
 
Eva Fàbregas’ (1988, Barcelona. Lives and works in London) practice explores the erotica of the 
consumer object and the engineering mechanisms of desire, through sculpture, video, installation and 
sound. Her interest in affections has led her to produce works that address wellness and relaxation 
culture, psychodrama and the marketing industry, as well as therapeutic subcultures on social media. 
 
Her recent exhibitions include: Centro Botín, Santander (Upcoming May, 2023); Hamburguer Bahnhof, 
Berlin (Upcoming July, 2023); Growths, La Biennale de Lyon, (2022); London Open, Whitechapel 
Gallery, London (2022); Vessels, Bombon Projects (2022); Skin-like. Kunsthal, Gent (2021); Gut Feeling. 
Centrocentro, Madrid; Those things that your fingers can tell. Kunstverein München, Munich (2019); 
Every object is a thing but not everything is an object, Hollybush Gardens, London; Who cares? A radio 

mailto:ginevra@suttoncomms.com
http://www.centrobotin.org/en/
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tale, Gasworks / Resonance 104.4 FM, London (2018); First Act: Smooth Operations, Laure Gewnillard 
Gallery, London (2017-2018); Picture yourself as a block of melting butter, Fundació Miró, Barcelona; 
Eyecatcher, Big Screen Southend, Focal Point Gallery, Southend-on-Sea (2017); Scissors cut paper 
wrap stone, Ormoston House, Limerick, West Cork Center, Cork and CCA Derry ~ Londonderry (2017 
and 2016); Systems for displaying matter, Enclave, London; The Role of Unintended consequences, 
Syndicate, Cologne; Teesside world exposition of art and technology, MIMA, Middlesbrough; Soft 
control, Embassy Gallery, Edinburgh (2016); How are you feeling today ?, Window Space 
(Whitechapel), London (2015); Unforeseen changes, The Green Parrot, Barcelona; Eva Fàbregas & 
Andrew Lacon, Kunstraum, London (2014). 
 
 
About Centro Botín 
Set in the heart of Santander, Centro Botín opened its doors to the public in 2017. Designed by the 
renowned architect Renzo Piano, it is the most ambitious project of the Fundación Botín to date and 
is one of the leading international arts centres. It presents an outstanding, experimental and inspiring 
programme of exhibitions, publications and public activities that, alongside it´s collection, respond to 
and ignite contemporary debates within the fields of art and culture while awakening audiences’ 
creativity.  
 
Centro Botín is a place of encounter, situated in a unique enclave in the heart of the city and 
overlooking the bay, it has become a cornerstone in the cultural arc of the Cantabrian Coast. Its 
mission is to create a greater understanding of art and foster its power to stimulate and develop 
creativity and emotional intelligence. Fundación Botín aims to bring social and economic strength to 
the communities it supports, with Centro Botín making a major contribution to helping promote 
Santander and the wider region on both the national and international stage.  
  
Since its opening in 2017, it has staged a programme of historical and contemporary exhibitions 
including Agility and Audacity; Goya´s Drawings; Picasso Ibero; Joan Miró: sculptures, Julie Merethu: 
A Universal History of everything and nothing; Carsten Holler: Y; Anri Sala: As you go; Martin Creed: 
Amigos; Ellen Gallagher with Edgar Cleijne: A Law… a blueprint … a scale; Damián Ortega: Expanded 
View; and Roni Horn: ‘I am paralyze with hope’. 
www.centrobotin.org/en/  

 

http://www.centrobotin.org/en/

